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// Release plans that give as much emphasis to
architecturally significant tasks as to feature-based,
high-priority functionality can achieve better outcomes by
avoiding conditions that lead to wasted time and effort. //

An architecture embodies
those design decisions that influence a
system’s quality attributes.1 Changes
to an architecture involve modifying
a system’s gross topology as well as
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its communication and coordination
mechanisms. Therefore, any defects
in an architecture (such as lack of de
sirable security, latency, or scalability)
can necessitate enormous rework. An

overly flexible architecture can lead to
unnecessary work or overproduction.
The time required to create such an ar
chitecture can also delay downstream
activities.
Each software development para
digm treats architecture with a different
focus. Phase-based software develop
ment methodologies, such as waterfall
or Rational Unified Process allocate
dedicated time and focus to differ
ent development activities, conducting
them mostly in order (for example, re
quirements, analysis, architecture, de
velopment, and testing).2 Dedicating
large chunks of time to architecture up
front might not only delay downstream
activities but could also easily lead to
overproduction waste, where the effort
spent might not pay off.3
Iteration-based agile development
methodologies, such as Scrum, work
with predetermined two- to fourweek sprints, each focused on featurebased, high-priority tasks.4 When
there’s no up-front effort on architect
ing, developers must periodically con
duct refactoring for necessary changes
to accommodate new features. As the
system grows, conditions will neces
sitate rearchitecting, which might re
quire significant rework beyond the
expected limits of refactoring. Sprint
0 aims to overcome this problem. 5 Al
locating architectural tasks to a sprint
backlog, to allow architecture and fea
ture development to progress in con
cert, has also been an increasingly rec
ognized practice. 6
Although architecture in itself is im
portant, prolonging the architectural
work needed to support development
can impede progress. A significant
challenge is to determine what size
increment of an architecture is best
for a given iteration to manage the
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Lean Development in Manufacturing

Table A

Much of the lean thinking in software development can be traced
back to Toyota’s manufacturing approach. However, there are
some obvious differences between a manufacturing environment,
with its focus on repetitive delivery of identical parts and products, and the software development environment, in which variation is necessary to create value for end users. Manufactured
products have obvious phase gates, marked by the handoff of
engineering drawings to production. Software development, however, is an iterative process where design is an ongoing activity
throughout the development life cycle; the demarcation between
design and production activities is
much less distinct. Despite these differences, the focus of lean thinking
on eliminating waste has shown great
Waste category
potential for improving software deOverproduction
velopment project management.1
Software architecture has a particularly strong influence on some of
the waste categories from lean manDelay
ufacturing (see Table A),2 but its current practice offers little explicit guidance in lean software development.
The three types of waste discussed in Table A are closely related.
Overproduction of architecture can
Defect
create delay. Not enough production

development flow. In this article, we
show how the flow management con
cept from lean software development
can provide a framework for balancing
the allocation of critical architectural
tasks to development effort.

Release Planning:
MSLite Case Study
MSLite is a hardware-based field sys
tem that automatically monitors and
controls a building’s internal func
tions, such as heating, ventilation, air
conditioning, access, and safety.7
During its first year, the MSLite
project used an object-oriented anal
ysis and design methodology. It

of architecture can result in patched solutions leading to
defects. Fixing these defects would lead to delay. Together, they
all lead to wasted time and effort.
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Architecture-related waste.
Relevance to software architecture
Overproduction waste occurs when an excess of goods is produced. In
software development, this can result from implementing low-priority
or nice-to-have requirements, or creating an architecture for such
requirements or for unforeseen futures without a sound basis.
Delay waste refers to the period of inactivity downstream in the
process that occurs because an upstream activity doesn’t deliver on
time. This type of waste occurs when an organization aims to collect
all architecturally significant requirements and plans to architect for
them, or aims to build utmost flexibility into the system, leading to
overanalysis and prolonged time spent designing the architecture.
Defect waste occurs when the delivered software doesn’t meet
the expected quality. Defects related to architecture can result in
paramount rework when rearchitecting is needed.

captured requirements as use cases,
which it grouped into functionally co
hesive packages. It then distributed use
case packages among different teams
for development. Because the use cases
weren’t fully elaborated, the team
didn’t yet fully understand dependen
cies among the different use case pack
ages. So, as the design emerged, so did
new dependencies across packages,
which created ad hoc communication
streams among the different teams.
Much to their chagrin, the teams found
themselves in situations where they
had to either wait for some yet-to-becompleted work by another team
or perform duplicate work. Such
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interdependencies created conflicting
solutions for cross-cutting concerns,
such as dealing with variability in
building automation devices and han
dling latency issues associated with the
transporting events that such devices
generated. As the design evolved and
the teams continued to discover inter
dependencies, managing the workflow
became so challenging that the project
was stopped midyear.
In the second year, the proj
ect was undertaken from scratch,
using architecture-centric meth
ods. 8 Building on use cases from
the previous year, the project team
made explicit the systemic quality
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attribute requirements that have the
most significant influence on a sys
tem’s architecture. The team used
these requirements to design an ar
chitecture that reflected a better un
derstanding of dependencies (both
functional and systemic) among the
MSLite system’s different elements
before distributing these elements
for development. Thus, the architec
ture became a mechanism for coor
dinating tasks among the different
teams, resulting in a significantly
improved workflow.
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Being familiar with the MSLite proj
ect, we were motivated to use lean
software development’s flow manage
ment concept (for more information,
see the “Lean Development in Man
ufacturing” sidebar) as a framework
for understanding how to balance
the allocation of critical architectural
tasks to a development effort. Figure
1a shows our adaptation of Don Rein
ertson’s visualization of optimum
batch size to demonstrate the effect of
architecture-related overproduction,
delay, and defect waste on the overall
project, and how the size of architec
ture increments affects the costs as
sociated with waste. 9 To demonstrate
the batch size, Figure 1b shows how
we tested our adaptation by looking
at the amount of cumulative cost—or
the running sum of the cost incurred
(both implementation and rework) up
to a given release—spent on architect
ing for MSLite data.
As Figure 1a illustrates, architect
ing in many smaller increments re
duces the cost of delay that results
from waiting for an entire architec
ture to be completed. However, re
work is more costly, because it might
involve rearchitecting. Having fewer
large increments reduces the cost of
rework, but at the expense of adding
to the cost of delay for the larger ar
chitecture increment to be completed.
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Figure 1. How waste affects product development flow. (a) Costs associated with
architecture-related waste. (b) The MSLite system’s influence on cost of rework. The
cumulative cost of the system independent of rework is depicted as 100 percent cost on the
x-axis. The cost exceeding 100 percent reflects the cost of rework.

Delay costs are incurred because of
waiting or delay waste. Rework costs
are incurred because of defect waste
as well as overproduction waste.
During its second year, the MSLite
development path fell somewhere in
the middle of the total cost curve. In
trying to understand and improve the
process (architecture and increment

size), we modeled the delay and re
work costs for this path in terms of
the value of capabilities delivered
over the total effort. To model the
cost for the path, we looked at the
MSLite project’s development plan,
the software architecture’s module
view, and its code (the DLLs).
Cumulative value is a running
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Table 1

FOCUS: Lean software development

Flow management in delay- and rework-focused release-planning strategies.
Path 1: Use delay avoidance to plan the release

Path 2: Use rework avoidance to plan the release

Throughput

Starts out fast and then slows, owing to high cost of
rework

Starts out slow while putting infrastructure in place and then
increases as new stories are rapidly released

Work in process
(WIP)

Highest-priority stories and acceptance test cases; stories
prioritized by business value without consideration of
architecturally significant risk

Architectural elements that minimize dependencies,
prioritized by dependencies without business value
consideration

Cycle time
or waste

High rework cost due to rearchitecting, because focus
is on stories initially without considering architecturally
significant acceptance test cases (representing quality
requirements); leads to defects and high rework

Low cost of rework because quality and architecture support
are initially considered

Low cost of delay because architecturally significant
requirements aren’t initially considered

High cost of delay owing to up-front architecting; highpriority stories are delayed in favor of infrastructure

Reduce cost of rework by expanding focus on stories,
defects, and refactoring to include acceptance test cases,
architectural technical debt, and rearchitecting

Reduce cost of delay by leveraging smaller architecture
increments

Advice on how
to improve flow

sum of the value of delivered capa
bilities (all the user stories and archi
tecturally significant acceptance test
cases) up to a given release. Figure 1b
depicts this on the y-axis. The pace
with which value is delivered in each
release is indicative of the cost of de
lay. For instance, there is a high cost
of delay early on in the first release of
the MSLite development path, path 3,
where no value is delivered.

Flow Management
To see the influence of architecture
on cost, we adapted path 3 using two
strategies of development (modeled as
paths 1 and 2 in Figure 1b) to realize
the MSLite system’s requirements. Path
1 demonstrates release-planning strat
egies focused on delay-cost avoidance,
and path 2 demonstrates rework-cost
avoidance. These strategies represent
the two extremes for decisions in itera
tion planning.
Avoiding delay cost. Path 1 reduces

the cost of delay at the expense of re
work, focusing on small architecture
increments. This path uses the pri
ority of stories and acceptance test
cases to guide the work (referred to

as enhancement agility 10). Using an
agile approach with many short itera
tions delivering small increments keeps
the delay cost low because there’s little
waiting. However, architectural issues
aren’t visible to the end user and are
likely to be initially missed or ignored,
resulting in a high rework cost later on,
when they can no longer be avoided.
Therefore, the total cost is quite high.
Figure 1b shows this. Path 1 starts
out with a high throughput (a ratio
of work in process [WIP] and cycle
time11) during the first two releases,
then delivery tapers off as subsequent
releases take longer. The WIP limits
are fixed at three stories or acceptance
test cases. The drag on throughput is
an indication of high rework costs to
deal with the growing complexity of
dependencies. This shows the effect of
small architectural increments (which
Figure 1a also demonstrates toward
the extreme left of the total cost curve);
small architectural increments create
rework waste. Path 1 in Figure 1b is
typical of efforts where waste elimi
nation and short-term value delivery
aren’t balanced by consideration of the
longer-term effects of the project’s re
work cost.
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Avoiding rework cost. Path 2 reduces

rework at the expense of delay cost. It
focuses on a few large architecture in
crements, using rework cost as a guide.
Using a phase-based approach and
carefully considering architectural de
pendencies can minimize or eliminate
rework cost but at the expense of delay
ing activities downstream while the ar
chitecture is put in place. The total cost
is therefore high.
Figure 1b demonstrates this, where
path 2 starts out with low throughput
of end-user value early on, owing to the
delay cost while the team focuses on
putting the architecture in place. Figure
1a also shows the effect of large archi
tecteral increments toward the extreme
right of the total cost curve.
Once the architecture is in place,
throughput does improve as the team
settles into a rhythm of releasing highvalue capabilities at regular intervals.
The WIP limits change, however, be
cause later releases must deal with an
overloaded allocation of stories with
the assumption that the architecture
is ready. Although this might appear
to achieve high throughput—a higher
number of stories yields higher value
for the release—it’s already on release
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Figure 2. Different designs of our Kanban board for software development. (a) An agile-development-focused board. (b) A phase-based
board. (c) Visualizing architecture with parallel horizontal swim lanes. (d) Visualizing architecture with color coding; architecture-related tasks are
highlighted in blue.

5, and there’s an added complexity
of having to deal with the maximum
throughput in the final release.
A comparison. Although we constructed
paths 1 and 2, they’re grounded in the
actual system’s building blocks (re
quirements and architectural elements)
and can be seen as variations of path 3.
We wanted to see how the architecturecentric development path of MSLite
would compare to these paths and pro
vide insights for the best strategy for al
locating architectural tasks to a devel
opment effort. Table 1 compares these
two extreme iteration-based agile and
phase-based approaches on the basis of
how they treat lean principles.

Recommendations
for Practitioners
There’s no one-size-fits-all approach
for achieving maximum throughput
value with minimal resource costs.

Focusing on flow management to
analyze different approaches, how
ever, can provide insight into how to
improve management for both cycle
time and WIP. One such insight in
volves improving the visibility of ar
chitecture-related aspects of a devel
opment project, as we demonstrated
with the MSLite case study model
ing different strategies for decisionmaking in iteration planning. Balanc
ing the two opposing forces of delaycost and rework-cost minimization
will result in an improved outcome, as
shown by the actual development path
of the MSLite system.
The phase- or iteration-based ap
proaches to software development typi
cally don’t provide tools to visualize ar
chitecture’s role in managing developed
features’ throughput. Therefore, we de
signed a Kanban board to elevate the
criticality of the architecture and show
how it supports or inhibits throughput.

Kanban is a scheduling system that
helps just-in-time delivery by empha
sizing pulling work items from process
queues with work limits.12
Typical Kanban boards focus on
feature, story, or task-level allocation
of WIP limits—these limits are the
numbers in the columns in Figure 2,
mimicking the agile development con
text as shown in Figure 2a. Kanban is
also used to support a phased-based
approach where the WIP limits are or
ganized according to an order of de
sign, development, and test (see Figure
2b).
Our Kanban board design high
lights architecture-related aspects to
include infrastructure development,
which is a critical aspect of improv
ing throughput. There could be differ
ent versions of such a board involving
parallel horizontal swim lanes or color
coding, as demonstrated in Figures 2c
and 2d, respectively.
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Next Issue:

Technical
Debt

A parallel swim lane for architec
ture-related tasks helped us achieve
architecture development in concert
with feature development to improve
throughput, mainly by enforcing WIP
limits on activities such as eliciting
architecture-focused acceptance test
cases, architecture prototyping, or re
work to pay back architecture debt.
Enforcing technical debt WIP lim
its increases the visibility of rearchi
tecting for quality and also ensures
that finding and fixing defects don’t
come at the expense of overall sys
tem quality. Similarly, both architec
tural prototyping and pulling through
architecturally significant require
ments (captured as acceptance test
cases) should be in balance with story
development.
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O

ur experience in experiment
ing with different release
plans demonstrates how lean
software development has the poten
tial to merge architecturally significant
tasks with feature-based high-priority
functionality development, unlike ag
ile software development methodolo
gies, where sprints can create artificial
boundaries and story slicing becomes
increasingly challenging. By visualizing
architecture-related tasks that contrib
ute to feature throughput, including
tasks that span multiple sprints, teams
can achieve an effective flow-based de
velopment environment.
The following actions should be
kept central to the development ef
fort: first, capturing architecturally
significant requirements as accep
tance test cases enables them to be
more easily visible on a backlog or
a Kanban board. In a lean environ
ment, enforcing WIP limits on these
acceptance test cases assists with im
proving flow by managing the over
production waste associated with
overarchitecting. Second, when deter
mining story priorities, considering
the dependency of the stories on ar
chitecturally significant tasks enables
the pulling of related stories earlier in
development and assists with flow. Fi
nally, in addition to monitoring story
development, monitoring the chang
ing quality of the system via its ar
chitecture, possibly captured as tech
nical debt or rework-related defects,
enables a response to the cost associ
ated with rework-related waste.
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